had to offer with a lack of interest in science and practical technology, because at that time the West had come to define itself in terms of, and derive astrong sense of superiority from, its undoubted technological power. From such a perspective, it was an easy step to regarding the Chinese as inferior in an overall sense. These views took firm hold as the nineteenth century unfolded and have remained tenacious to this day. Although scholars have recently exploded the myth of China's opposition"^ to westein science, it remains widely believed, and, w in the case of technology, neither the conviction of the Chinese lack of interest nor the assumptions on which it rested have been subjected to serious inquiry. 3 Yet the situation in the eighteenth century was far more complex than Qianlong's public declaration suggests. In the preceding decades, he and a number of others in China had displayed considerable interest in all manner of things Western, particularly science and technology. Although this interest was duly recorded by a range of Western observers and made widely available to their European readers, the overivhelming body of opinion disregarded that evidence in favor of the attitudes outlined above.
This essay draws on both Chinese and Western archival and published sources to argue that, for different reasons, the imperial expression of disdain and Western readiness to accept it were primarily prompted by internal political agendas rather than by actual circumstances and that, as a result, the whole tenor of early Sino-Western relations was based on false premises. More accurate evaluation of the genesis and development of Sino-Western mutual perceptions will help correct a misapprehension whose effects are still evident two centuries after the Macartney k&sion.4 The essay analyzes Chinese use of Western knowledge and technical skill in the late eighteenth century, focusing principally on the sequence of events in China in the military sphere. This context was central to western assumptions of superiority because military culture, including the civil-military relationship, has been and continues to be of signal importance to a proper understanding o f China. Yet the extraordinary influence of Chinese civilian culture has led to an unfortunate neglect of these issues.
The circumstances that gave rise to the misunderstanding, the background to which is described in detail below, were essentially as follows. In a manner familiar to those who deal today with Chinese foreign relations, Qianlong's public declaration had a double edge and was intended for a multiple audience. For a variety of reasons, he preferred not to admit publicly his interest in and awareness of the potential of foreign technology. His motivation becomes clearer when the episode is placed within the context of late eighteenth-century Chinese politics. The Manchu Qing dynasty imposed and ultimately maintained its rule over China by military means while at the same time seeking to present to its Chinese subjects and the world at large an image that was both thoroughly Confucian and ethnically even-handed. For the Qianlong emperor, these somewhat contradictory goals meant, among other things, that he made a virtue of his own civilian accomplishments yet simultaneously leaned toward military culture by, for example, promoting the martial traditions of the Manchus; by awarding high civil office (usually the prize of scholars successful in a series of competitive examinations based on classical Chinese texts) to successful generals, almost all of whom were Manchus; by prohibiting the private possession of any weapon; and by jealously guarding access to all information, especially any that smacked of technology, conceivably of use to would-be rebels. No less important, the emperor's aspirations to universal authority combined with acute political factionalism and the gradual onset of a crisis of dynastic self-confidence to render any suggestion of a lack of imperial autonomy wholly out of the question.5 Thus the famous statement can be understood, on the one hand, as a piece of propaganda directed at a domestic audience with the dual objectives of morale boosting and intimidation.
On the other hand, the statement was, of course, directed at the king of England through his envoy Macartney and, by extension, at any other foreigners who might individually or collectively seek to alter the structure of China's foreign relations to the disadvantage of ultimate Chinese control. In this context, the emperor's disingenuousness conformed to a pattern dating back at least to the early seventeenth century and still discernible today. According to this pattern, the Chinese have consistently sought to absorb Western practical technical skills while remaining inimical to Western ideologies. This dichotomy originated with the attempted use by Christian missionaries of Western scientific and technical expertise as a means of arousing Chinese interest in the Christian religion. Many Chinese, although they fully grasped the utility of the practical knowledge, were hesitant to adopt it because it seemed inseparable from Christianity; accustomed to a political system in which ideology specifically either served orthodox authority or constituted rank heresy, they sensed the subversive potential of the foreign religion.6 Thus, as we shall see, when rebels threatened the Qing dynasty in the late seventeenth century, the Kangxi emperor (r. 1661-1722) was happy to 1528 Joanna Wab-Cohen improve his arsenal under Jesuit direction, yet he clearly recognized the actual and symbolic threat that papal authority over Chinese Christians would pose and rejected it absolutely. In the eighteenth century, even as Western missionaries' technical advice helped save Qing armies, Christian efforts to proselytize in the provinces were met with persecution. Subsequently, in the late nineteenth century, certain Chinese reformers sought to acquire the Western technology that would bring their nation wealth and power without abandoning the indigenous intellectual tradition. In a twentieth-century variation on this theme, Chinese leaders of the early People's Republic resisted subservience to Soviet control even at the cost of substantial setbacks in technical programs, such as building the atomic bomb, that were intended to bring China into a position of equality with its principal ideological foe, the United States. Most recently, Chinese rulers have continued to be wary of Western ideas, initiating campaigns against "spiritual pollution," "bourgeois liberalization," and "peaceful evolution" (to capitalism), and have endeavored to introduce economic reform in isolation from political reform.
In other words, the Chinese, and their rulers, have uniformly displayed a powerful reluctance to surrender authority or autonomy to any outsider or even to take a chance of doing so. This attitude must be distinguished from the isolationism, the hostility to innovation, especially when of foreign origin, and the immutable sense of superiority for which it has often been mistaken.
Responsibility for the late eighteenth-century miscommunication cannot, however, be laid entirely on the Chinese, for the shift in European views of China, like the Chinese denial of interest in the West, tended to reflect internal, subjective conditions rather than a change in China itself. The eyewitnesses who made note of Chinese interest in the West and what it had to offer included Jesuit missionaries, whose correspondence was published and widely read in Europe at the time, and members of Macartney's mission, who recorded it in their memoirs of the embassy. Unfortunately, these observations came to be superseded in Western minds by the impression, recorded in other such accounts, of the Chinese as sorely deficient in the inquiring and progressive spirit that Europeans considered one of their own culture's most enviable characteristics. There were a number of reasons for this. One was the steady decline of the Society of Jesus, whose members had once held a virtual monopoly on the interpretation of China to Europe. The triumph of those who opposed the Jesuits (the Society was abolished in 1773) seemed to confirm the unreliability of Jesuit accounts. At least as important an influence on changing European views of China was a series of momentous developments in Europe, in particular industrialization and the new focus on political liberty, with all the profound intellectual shifts that accompanied these metamorphoses.
The period of Sino-Western interaction that concerns us began with the arrival in China of Catholic missionaries in the late sixteenth century. Among these, Jesuits were the most conspicuously successful, in part because of their "top down" strategy, which brought them access to the country's elite and to the imperial court. The cartography and more direct military involvement of some of the early luminaries of the Jesuit mission are well known; these are briefly recapitulated, however, since they created for both the missionaries and their Chinese hosts significant precedents for the events in the eighteenth century on which the main body of this essay turns.
JESUIT MISSION STRATEGY IN CHINA was controversial for its accommodative approach and for its attempts to arouse the interest of Chinese literati in Western scientific and technical knowledge.7 Among the most impressive achievements made in the course of these endeavors were those in the realms of cartography and geography, then advancing by major strides in Europe. Thus Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) produced in 1602 a world map that intrigued his Chinese contacts, even attracting the attention of at least one of the late-Ming emperors; in 1674 , Ferdinand Verbiest (1623 -1688 , who built many of the instruments that can still be seen today at the Jesuit Observatory in Beijing, brought out an updated version of the world map that synthesized the knowledge acquired in the intervening decades. Other important early work in this area included the N o w atlas sinensis of Martinus Martini (1631-1661), published in 1655.8
Some Jesuit missionaries who displayed exceptional talent in these realms sowed the seeds of military assistance to the Chinese. Since classical antiquity, the Chinese had been well aware of the military significance of cartography, for the classic Art of War by the great strategist Sun Zi (Sun Tzu) had stressed the importance of "knowing one's terrain."g That lesson was not lost on successive rulers of the seventeenth century, the first half of which saw almost continuous warfare as the result of the dynastic transition. The seeds began to bear fruit during the period of dynastic consolidation under the Kangxi emperor.
His reign coincided with the high tide of Jesuit influence in China. Kangxi himself greatly valued Jesuit cartography; under his auspices, missionaries undertook a ten-year survey of the entire empire that formed the foundation for all subsequent geographic study of China-incidentally offering the missionaries 7 The literature on the Jesuit mission to China is huge. For bibliographic references, see Carlos Somme~ogel, Biblioth2que & L a Cmpagnie & J h , 12 vols. (Brussels and Paris, 1890-1932) One area of Western knowledge that especially interested Kangxi was artillery. Gunpowder, invented by the Chinese in the tenth century, had found its way to Europe three centuries later with the Mongols. Spurred on by the constant warfare between the European states, the use of artillery had developed to a more advanced stage in ~u r o~e than in China. Western cannon were relatively light and mobile, although the evidence suggests that the Chinese still retained an advantage in the technology of gunpowder, as distinct from that of weapons construction.l* In the early sixteenth century, European traders brought their armaments and their iron and bronze casting techniques back across the world to China through Japan, India, and Southeast Asia; by no later than the 1620s, Chinese workers were casting cannon in Macao under the direction of Portuguese gun founders, whose work was already in demand throughout colonial Asia.l5 At the suggestion of high-ranking Chinese converts, these Portuguese artillery technicians more than once were invited north from Macao to help the Ming against the Manchus.
Meanwhile, at court, the lucidity of the first incumbent at the Imperial Board of Astronomy, Adam Schall (1592-1666), on the usefulness of artillery for the defense of Beijing led to an order that he direct the casting of cannon for the failing dynasty. His principal contribution was the production of smaller and less unwieldy siege guns. He reduced their size from 75-pounders to 40-pounders, eventually producing over five hundred pieces.16 Schall also collaborated with a Chinese colleague on a work about gunnery titled Ze Ke Lu (Record of Immediate Conquest), also known as H w Gong Jie Yao (Essentials of Gunnery). Originally published in 1643, it was reprinted in 1841 at the height of the Opium War."
Schall was succeeded as director of the Board of Astronomy by Ferdinand Verbiest, whom Kangxi, beset by rebellion, soon pressed into cannon founding as we11. 18 Verbiest's task, much as Schall's had been, was to cast lighter and more mobile artillery than the Manchus already possessed, capable of being carried over mountains and rivers. Rather than introducing imported Western types, he improved on Chinese cannon, lengthening the barrels and in some cases using different materials.19 Over a fifteen-year period, his cannon foundry produced almost five hundred artillery pieces, made of cast iron and bronze, which were used both in the suppression of the Rebellion of the Three Feudatories (1673-168 1) and in the Russian campaigns of 1685-1686. The foundry continued in operation after his death in 1688, and the Chinese were still using his designs at the time of the Opium War in 1839.20 Indeed, the cannon made by Schall and Verbiest remained an important part of the imperial arsenal until the end of the China. Yet his insistence that priests were men of peace who knew nothing of the techniques of war was disingenuous. Jesuits were notorious for their predilection for "unpriestly," that is, political, activity. Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Jesuit order, was a soldier who embarked on a religious career only after being wounded. He originally called the Society a "company" so as to express the soldierly spirit of loyalty to the captain, Jesus. dynasty.21 In a curious quirk of history, a number of these weapons are now in European museums, having been captured during foreign wars of the nineteenth cen tury.22
Verbiest titled his treatise on artillery and ballistics, published around 168 1 but now lost, Shenwei Tmhuo (Explanations and Illustrations of [the Cannon Named] Wonderful and Terrible). 1n-this work, he wrote on the importance of uniformity in the weight of cannonballs and on the critical difference a cannon's angle of elevation could make to its accuracy. If soldiers knew the exact distance between the target and the gun, and the weight of the cannonball, they could accurately hit their targets. The unmistakable implication, and one with important reverberations almost a century later, was that accurate land surveys were just as critical for this purpose as for merely "knowing one's terrain."23
Jesuit influence in China gave rise to tremendous hostility on the part of competitors in the mission field and in the highly factionalized European Catholic establishment. Thus it was hardly surprising that Verbiest's "unpriestly" activities as a cannon founder should have prompted virulent condemnation, such as that published by the Dominican priest, Domingo Navarrete (d. 1689) in Madrid in 1676. Yet Verbiest had powerful support. In 1681, Pope Innocent XI praised him publicly for "having used the profane sciences for the safety of the people and the advancement of the Faith."24 Jesuit cartography was harder to criticize than their gun founding because it helped to disseminate accurate information about China in the West as well as to serve Chinese purposes. For example, the missionary survey of the empire undertaken for the Kangxi emperor was reproduced in Europe, with revisions: in France by the celebrated geographer Jean-Baptiste Bourguignon d 'Anville (1697 'Anville ( -1782 prestige; both the Yongzheng emperor (1723-1735) and the Qianlong emperor banned missionaries altogether from the provinces, although few if any specific steps were taken to eradicate Christianity in China. In Europe, the failure of the papal mission also hastened the Jesuits' decline because many Catholics, feeling much the same as did the Chinese, feared the consequences of surrendering church control over Chinese converts. By the 1770s, profound disagreement among Jesuits in Beijing regarding the appropriate response to the papal brief that suppressed their order around the world weakened the mission's already unpopular cause in the eyes of the Chinese, who nonetheless maintained their strong interest in missionaries' scientific knowledge and technical skills.26 Under Chinese auspices and at their behest, European missionaries at the Qianlong court carried out a range of technical activities themselves and trained Chinese in many of the necessary skills. They designed an imperial palace near Beijing and installed European-style fountains there; they made elaborate clocks and mechanical toys; they provided technical advice on glassmaking and supervised its production, constructing furnaces of their own design; they built complicated hydraulic and other machinery, for the operation and function of which they provided detailed explanations in response to Chinese requests; and they assembled devices for applying electroconvulsive shock treatment for nervous illness, administering it with some success. These activities met with an enthusiastic response from the emperor, imperial family members, and government officials. Missionaries also helped further Qianlong's military ambitions by offering instruction on the use and construction of firearms and by mapping newly conquered areas; and they made copper engravings of maps and pictures of Chinese military victories or arranged to have such engravings made for the Chinese in France until they could train Chinese to do the job? With one exception-advice on artillery-none of these activities was in any sense covert. BOTH EUROPEAN AND CHINESE SOURCES indicate that Qianlong personally demonstrated a clear interest in Western science and technology only a few years before the rebuff to King George. In a series of conversations held in 1773, Qianlong quizzed the missionary Michel Benoist (1715-1774) about Western science, philosophy, warfare, cartography, shipping, and navigational practices.28 During the 1770s and early 1780s, as the suppression of the order caused the flow of -Jesuit missionaries to dwindle, the emperor on several occasions reiterated his -desire that more missionaries be sent to serve at the -imperial court.29 Even in 1793, the emperor's response to his British visitors belied the assumption of his indifference, for he had them demonstrate several of the instruments with which they presented him; the single gift that most intrigued him was a model of the 110-gun warship Royal Sovereign, about which he asked an impressive number of technical questions. His response echoed the preoccupation with artillery that the emperor displayed in correspondence with his generals.30
The West and its scientific knowledge did not excite the interest of the Qianlong emperor alone. It also interested a number of leading scholars of the day, particularly those associated with the evidential research (KaoJreng) movement, then a major force in intellectual life. Influential scholars such as Dai Zhen (1 724-1777), Qian Daxin (1 728-1804), and Ruan Yuan (1764-1 849) recognized the relevance of Western scientific methods to the kaozheng quest for precision and accuracy in all aspects of scholarly endeavor. These and other scholars sought to incorporate Western knowledge on mathematics and astronomy and renewed their interest in the indigenous Chinese scientific and technical tradition. One example of this trend was a 1799 publication, Chouren Zhmn (Biographies of Astronomers and Mathematicians), compiled by Ruan in collaboration with Qian and others, which among other things-summarized the works of almost three hundred mathematicians a i d astronomers, thirty-seven of whom were Westerners."
The attitudes of Chinese scholars toward foreign scholarship varied. Some were reluctant to acknowledge the source of the Western scientific information they found so compelling, but they did not on that account reject it. Instead, the; sought legitimation for their studies by asserting that Western knowledge had 58 See, for instance, undated letter of Michel Benoist, in LEC, 13: 427-45. It was in this conversation that the emperor asked Benoist whether "your Western philosophers have solved a problem that has much exercised our philosophers here: which came first, the chicken or the egg?" ibid., 441. On Qianlong's curiosity about the West, see also been transmitted from China, or they criticized the Confucian tradition for preferring metaphysics to mathematics. Some of the information emanating from the West seemed suspect to Chinese intellectuals because of its inconsistencies. Earlier church restrictions on the missionaries had prevented them from revealing the full extent and import of the discoveries by men such as Copernicus and Galileo. When, in the mid-eighteenth century, the uncensored version of Copernican theory finally reached China, Chinese intellectuals were cautious about embracing it precisely because it seemed to contradict the earlier version. The Western attribution of this skepticism to an ingrained Chinese hostility to foreign ideas thus failed to reflect the true sequence of events. Indeed, one may question whether the incomplete way in which some of the new knowledge was transmitted to China may not actually have interfered with scientific progress in China.32
Members of the eighteenth-century elite were also cautious about showing too much interest in Western military technology but for different reasons relating to the complicated quagmire of Manchu-Chinese relations. Some senior Manchus, notably those involved in conducting a series of contained military campaigns, were understandably interested in any technology that might bring them victory. For many such men, military success was a surer path to political power than the civil service examinations in which they would have faced fierce competition from Chinese scholars.33 This situation was complicated by the Qing policy of being and appearing to be legitimately Confucian rulers, which included downplaying military achievement despite the access to political power it often provided.
For others curious about Western military technology, the issues were somewhat different, because Manchu sensitivities to slurs against their alien origin and hence their legitimacy inhibited the open expression by scholars, most of whom were Chinese, of any such interest. Thus the private dissemination of military information, such as the technology detailed in earlier military compendia and anything susceptible of interpretation as anti-dynastic or in general "prejudicial to national security," was banned; any breach was subject to severe punishment. Although this prohibition undoubtedly exercised a constraining influence, a scattering of relevant literary material indicates it failed to suppress such interest altogether. Most such literature dates from the last decade of the eighteenth century (after the Macartney mission) or the early nineteenth century; by this time, censorship had relaxed somewhat, and unstable conditions within China were beginning to bring military information to the forefront of scholarly attention. For example, in the 1790s, the well-connected scholar Sun Xingyan Military matters played a salient role in Western, especially Jesuit, interpretations of China during the second half of the eighteenth century and in missionary activities on behalf of the Qing. In this respect, one important figure was Jean-Joseph Mane Amiot, who lived in Beijing from 1751 to 1793. Amiot maintained a voluminous correspondence with the ~r e n c h minister and sometime comptroller-general, Henri Bertin (1720-1792), then one of the China mission's principal supporters in France and a man whose own fascination with military affairs encouraged Amiot to develop a strong interest in and knowledge of Chinese military affairs. Amiot's letters to ~e r t i n r e~e a t e d l~ addressed such topics as the structure of the Chinese army; the varying composition of gunpowder when used for different purposes--on more than one occasion, he sent Bertin samples for chemical analy&; the metalworking techniques for constructing a type of gong used for military communications and to keep troops in order; and the nature of Chinese military strategy, several classical texts on which he translated into French.35 Amiot also described in considerable detail the course of various Chinese military campaigns. Although his accounts may be inaccurate in certain points of detail, overall they are corroborated by Chinese sources; they probably reflect information then current at court, obtained from persons in whose access to knowledge and the corridors of power he expressed great confidence.96 These accounts seem to have been intended to show the Qing armies in a favorable light, but on at least one occasion Amiot infuriated an anonymous European friend of Bertin's, by justifying what the friend considered to be the completely dishonorable and barbaric Qing treatment of captured rebels.37 Sun Xingyan, Sun Zi Shi Jia Zhu (n.p., 1855, orig. date of publication not given); Xu Xuefan, "Wu Bei Ji Yao," in Xu Naizhao, comp., Min Guo Zhai Qi Z h g (Guangzhou, 1832 Amiot also attempted to give the Chinese helpful hints of a military nature, Recognizing the military potential of hot air balloons, then causing a sensation in Europe, he struggled to arouse Chinese interest in them but failed (despite some princely interest) because of the great expense involved.38 A prince's assurance that "only in war do we have no regard for expense, difficulty or danger; we are ready to try anything" was borne out by other late eighteenth-century Jesuit correspondence.sg For example, in 1772, noting that the emperor believed that the missionaries in his service knew "something of everything," one of their number reported that the emperor sometimes ordered him and his colleagues to assist at artillery practice or to explain how to use the European arms sent north by Chinese officials based in Canton. Recently chastised by his superiors in Rome for "teaching the infidel the art of war" by developing a plan for the fortification of Beijing, this correspondent also asserted that he and his colleagues had responded to imperial inquiries by denying all knowledge of the techniques required for casting artillery.* The latter assertion was, however, less than forthright, for soon afterward a Jesuit missionary went to the battlefront of a tenacious rebellion specifically to advise on casting and using artillery. During the Second Jinchuan War (1771-1776), native tribespeople in western Sichuan ensconced in a mountainous area had taken refuge in high stone fortresses (diao) that the Qing were unable to destroy without b0mbardrnent.4~ The precipitous terrain forced soldiers to move in single file and on foot; there was no question of transporting heavy artillery. To some extent, this problem was resolved by the expedient of carrying thousands of metal ingots that could be forged into cannon when and where needed by artisans attached to the army, a solution adopted elsewhere and in earlier times by Turks 38 On Amiot's enthusiasm for the "globe aerostatique," see his letter of October 20, 1784 addressed to supercargo Roze at Canton; clearly, Roze had sent Amiot details that whetted the latter's appetite for this new mode of transportation. Archives des Jtsuites de Paris, Fonds Vivier, vol. 1,5. "The first use that I will make of it is to go to Canton to see more Frenchmen than I have seen in all the thirty-three years that I have been here." On his failure to interest the Chinese, see Amiot to Bertin, October 10, 1789, Bib. Inst. 1517,85; see also Bertin to Amiot, December 20, 1787, Bib. Inst. 1524. There was some disagreement at court over the advisability of informing the emperor about hot air balloons: Cordier, "Les correspondants de Bertin," 245-56, letter from the Lazarist Father Nicolas Raux, November 27, 1786. A few years later, a member of Macartney's embassy actually went up in a balloon while in Beijing, but even this seemed not to interest the Chinese. J. L. Cranmer-Byng, ed., An Embassy io China: Being the Journal Kept by Lord Macartney during His Embay io the Emperor Ch'ien-lung, 1793-1 794 (London, 1962), 54. 39 Letter to Bertin, July 1, 1788, Bib. Inst. 1517, 52. The prince was "a grandson of Kangxi" but cannot at present be identified with any certainty. Joannu Waley-Cohen and Persians confronting similar logistical difficulties.42 But these cannon tended to explode after two or three days of heavy firing, which, obviously, limited their usefulness as well as often killing or wounding artillerymen. Moreover, it was virtually impossible to keep the army at the front provided with sufficient raw metal, despite efforts to melt down and reuse exploded cannon barrels.4' Further problems were caused by the Qing forces' unfamiliarity with the siege methods needed. The Chinese had for centuries been fortifying entire towns with massive . -walls and were quite familiar with the concept of siege warfare, but the traditional means of ending a siege were mining, mass assault, or blockade, none of which was feasible in this case because o f the mountainous terrain.44 Furthermore, Chinese city walls generally were made of tamped earth rather than of the stone that confronted the Qing armies in western Sichuan.
In 1774, in response to these difficulties, the emperor ordered the Portuguese Jesuit Felix da Rocha (1731-1781) to proceed to the front, bearing with him designs for mortars (chgtianpoo), or "guns for attacking h e a~e n " -(~o~u l a r l~ known as "watermelon guns" [m'guapao] because of their bulbous shape). The emperor made no pretense: the purpose was to increase the accuracy of his army's artillery. 45 Most likely, the designs in question were those made by Verbiest a century earlier, for these had been republished only a few years before, with illustrations of individual weapons accompanied by specifications and by reproductions of the inscriptions, including the names of artisans and supervisors involved in the actual work of cannon founding.46
Although the Chinese sources state unambiguously the purpose for which da Rocha was sent to the front in 1774, the same cannot be said for the Jesuit descriptions of the Jinchuan campaign, written for European consumption. If . . &S Chinois, 3: they mention da Rocha at all, they say only that the emperor sent him to the front that year "pour lever la carte"-to take measurements for a general survey of the area. This claim was plausible since da Rocha had, with a colleague, earlier surveyed the newly conquered region of Xinjiang for the emperor, traveling there even before that war was over.47 The maps they had produced were kept in the palace; so far as can be ascertained from Chinese and European sources, neither missionary played any other role in the conquest of Xinjiang. 48 The Chinese and Jesuit sources also differ in their versions of what happened when da Rocha reached the front in October 1774. The Jesuits claimed that da Rocha was so exhausted and unwell that he returned to Beijing without accomplishing his mission. 49 The correspondence between the emperor and commander-in-chief Agui tells a different story. Agui was one of the most powerful men of his time, a Manchu of sufficient scholarly attainment to pass through at least some levels of the civil service examinations. By 1773, he had already held senior military and civilian positions all over the empire; first appointed in 1763 to the Grand Council, the emperor's closest advisory group, he was its senior member from 1780 until his death in 1797 and hence was for almost two decades the ranking official in the entire empire. In his 1774 reports to Qianlong, Agui noted that da Rocha and his escort, a captain of the imperial bodyguard named Debao, had announced that the emperor had sent them because earlier calculations concerning the mortars had been inexact. After da Rocha made various measurements, relating mainly to the angle of firing (just as Verbiest had discussed in his treatise), the margin of error was sharply narrowed, and bombardment of the rebel fortresses became considerably more effective; it was a decisive factor in the eventual Qing victory. ~oreove;, shortly after da Rocha's arrival, new artillery began to be cast, based presumably on the designs he brought with him and possibly produced under his actual supervision.50 In short, the Chinese sources reveal that da Rocha was indeed directly involved in "teaching the infidel the art of war."
The Jesuit authors of the accounts of the war must have known of da Rocha's direct involvement in improving artillery effectiveness; we can only speculate about their motives in glossing over it. Doubtless aware of the criticisms leveled against Verbiest for his cannon foundry a century earlier, and of the more recent strictures against offering military advice, they may well have tacitly agreed to avoid jeopardizing their already precarious position by revealing what da Rocha had done. Perhaps the need for solidarity in adversity outweighed the antagonisms among the missionaries. This lack of candor, however, inevitably raises questions about the reliability of all Jesuit sources transmitted from China during this period.
Da Rocha visited the Jinchuan region'again in 1777 to survey the newly pacified area for his Chinese masters. This time, it seems that he accomplished the task and also took advantage of the prestige with which he was invested by the imperial commission to secure the release of a colleague who for years had languished in a Sichuan pris0n.5~ His map of the Jinchuan region, said at the time to have been made for the official campaign history (Qinding Pingding Liang Jinchuan Fanghe), was not included in that official text; archivists at the First Historical Archives in Beijing now report that it is located in their collection.52
The sequestering of this and other maps such as the Xinjiang surveys brings up the issue of how widely acknowledged da Rocha's military work was in China. Although it may not have been actually concealed, it is also unlikely to have been actively broadcast; as Qing confidence ebbed during the last quarter of the eighteenth century, in considerable part as the result of a dawning recognition of some of the consequences of extraordinary population growth, the reluctance to acknowledge any degree of dependence on foreign advice and assistance undoubtedly intensified. We have only one source, Agui's report, for da Rocha's assistance with artillery; the emperor's expressions of intent to obtain such aid do not establish that da Rocha provided it. Quite apart from Jesuit discretion on the subject in their published correspondence, none of the official Chinese accounts of the war, such as the campaign history, mentions da Rocha's presence at the front, nor do privately published descriptions of the war, written by such well-known scholars as Zhao Yi (1727 -1814 ) and Wei Yuan (1794 -1856 , contain any reference to Western aid.53 Given the relatively primitive state of unofficial communications in China at this time, it is probably safe to assume that the Jesuit's advice and assistance was not general knowledge, although the pervasiveness of gossip and rumor should not be underestimated.
5' LEC, 13: 521-25. 5.2 See Gongzhrmgdang Qranlongchao Zouzhe, vol. 38, 188, QL 42/3/24, a memorial noting that' da Rocha ("Fu Zuolin") had gone to the front to survey the area for the official history Vangliie). Information on the probable present whereabouts and possible non-Chinese origins of da Rocha's Jinchuan map was communicated to the author in person by Ju Deyuan, formerly head of research at the First National Archives in Beijing and a specialist on Jesuits in eighteenthcentury China; maps of sensitive areas, such as the Tibetan borderlands here in question, are frequently unavailable to foreign researchers in China. An undated and unattributed map of part of the Jinchuan region that is now in the Bibliotheque Nationale is thought by some scholars to relate to the campaign that ended in 1776. The authorship appears Chinese, although possibly the map represents a copy or outgrowth of da Rocha's work. This map was purchased by the Biblioth&que Nationale from the Klaproth collection.
55 See references to Chinese sources cited in note 41.
THIS CONTROL OVER THE FLOW OF INFORMATION made it possible for the emperor to issue his famous statement. Both domestically and internationally, there was considerable propaganda value to be gained from declaring China's self-sufficiency to a foreign state whose potential menace against Chinese national security prompted the Qianlong emperor to warn his officials in Canton about England's naval and mercantile strength. This emperor, with his pretensions to universal monarchy, was hardly likely to admit openly to the representative of a foreign ruler an interest that, in Chinese minds, could be unfavorably interpreted as an intimation of inferiority. The imperial declaration may well also have been subtly intended to remind Qianlong's Chinese subjects that their Manchu rulers remained faithful to the traditional public Chinese attitude of superiority toward foreigners. Although members of the Macartney embassy disparaged what seemed to them to be Chinese disdain for the gifts they brought, those whom they encountered may well have simply been taking their lead from the emperor." There were other reasons for the ostensible Chinese indifference to the official gifts of their Western visitors, an attitude in apparent conflict with their enthusiasm for what missionaries could provide. First, while it was clear to the Chinese that the missionaries, men of different nationalities divided by internal disputes, were not acting as representatives of their countries (despite efforts on the part of Amiot and the French to assert their close relationship to the French throne), the Macartney embassy unmistakably represented a single foreign ruler. The emperor and his officials understood this distinction, even though their unfamiliarity with Western diplomatic practices probably prevented their grasping the full implications of the embassy.55 Second, it was obvious that the effective control exercised over Europeans serving at the Qing court could not be duplicated in the case of the Macartney embassy. Thus, whatever their true beliefs, an appearance of condescension was preferable to a display of curiosity.
Third, the involvement of Agui in the 1774 episode drew the entire issue into the intensely factionalized world of late eighteenth-century Chinese politics. Agui participated in a number of the major military campaigns of the middle and later eighteenth century, but it was the Jinchuan war, in which da Rocha's advice had rescued Agui's faltering campaign, that made his reputation; Agui soon became a central figure in one major political faction. Much admired by the Jesuits, he was said to be deeply intrigued by Western knowledge, and it is reasonable to attribute his interest at least partly to his wartime experience. The other main faction at court clustered around Heshen (1 750-1 795), the imperial favorite and the man in charge of embassy liaison in 1793. Heshen had little experience and absolutely no aptitude for military affairs: on Heshen's only, disastrous, military venture, Agui, arriving at the crucial moment, saved his life and subsequently put in a good word for him with the emperor. Heshen offset the potential political disadvantage of 
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lacking military qualifications, however, by his close association with one of the most successful of late eighteenth-century generals, Fukang'an (d. 1796) . In 1793, Fukang'an had recently returned from Tibet to take up the governor-generalship of Guangdong and Guangxi provinces. That is, he was in the probably unique position of having encountered the British in both places-as unruly traders on the southeast coast and, as he mistakenly suspected, allies of his enemies, the Gurkhas, in Tibet. Thus Fukang'an's experience led him to regard the British as troublemakers. As a result, he was not only extremely and overtly hostile toward them but also actively sought to dissuade ~e s h e n from helping them or promoting their interests in any way.56 One can speculate that Heshen and his associates, having been persuaded of the undesirability of the British by Fukang'an, sought to convince the emperor to reject the embassy, hoping at the same time to undermine any advantage that might have accrued to Agui and his adherents as the result of Agui's contacts with .the missionaries. Although Macartney himself noted how vigorous the eighty-two-year-old emperor was, Heshen's influence may well have played a pari in the entire episode.
Europeans were probably aware of Chinese interest in Western technical skills in yet another military context. The Qianlong emperor regarded the military achievements of his reign as one of its crowning glories, and, after the annexation of Xinjiang, he rebuilt a hall for the specific of commemorating military exploits.57 On its walls hung the portraits of generals and statesmen who had taken part in the campaign, and Qianlong commissioned missionary artists to produce sixteen scenes depicting important battles and memorable events of the war.58 After the emperor saw some engravings of original battle paintings done by the German painter Rugendas (1666-1742), he decided to have his sixteen paintings engraved in copper. 59 This art had been forgotten in China, and missionaries cooperated with French merchants in Canton to send the pictures to somewhat less elegantly, by Chinese craftsmen trained in the meantime in the technique of copper engraving by one of the Jes~its.~O That this exchange played no part in subsequent European judgments of China can probably be explained by the likelihood that the details of this exchange were buried in Paris along with the ancien rig& and that Frenchmen in China who had helped expedite it had little interest in recalling it as a counterweight to other views.
Political events in Europe were indeed the main reason for the shift in European attitudes toward China. In the earliest phases of Sino-Western interaction, Jesuit missionaries were virtually the sole interpreters of China to Europe. Because they generally wished to gain credit by conveying the civilized nature of the millions they expected to convert to Christianity, their accounts tended to be strongly approbatory. During the course of the eighteenth century, however, the steady decline of the once-powerful Society of Jesus, culminating in the order's formal abolition in 1773, radically undermined Jesuit credibility and prompted a new wariness among missionaries regarding what they chose to report. At the same time, the trend toward secularization in Europe was matched by the eclipse of the Jesuit monopoly on information. Various embassies, merchants, and travelers began to visit China and to broadcast opinions that were often quite unfavorable, in part because of China's continuing unwillingness to welcome foreigners except on its own terms.
But Chinese restrictions were not the only or even the primary reason that Western descriptions of China grew increasingly adverse. The far-reaching intellectual and political developments of the eighteenth century combined with advances in the quest for technological supremacy to exercise a pervasive influence on the European interpretation of other cultures. For example, China's great agrarian accomplishments that the French Physiocrats once vaunted seemed less admirable in a budding industrial age; the restrictive Canton system of trade went directly against the free world market advocated by Adam Smith in 1776, and the absence of political liberty or consensus in China did not sit well with the revolutionaries who dominated the latter part of the century.61 Finally, the increasing predominance of negative Western attitudes toward other cultures at this time also partly reflected the disdain Westerners felt when they compared the relatively class-bound societies of traditional Asia and Africa with the dynamic social changes of their own postrevolutionary, industrializing societies. 62 In the late eighteenth century, well before the Western incursion brought a new immediacy to the need for military reform, the Chinese were extremely interested in technological advances and in what the West had to offer. The evidence was readily available to Europeans who chose to grasp it. Yet when in public the Chinese denied such an interest, primarily for reasons of domestic politics, Europeans, similarly influenced by developments at home, took that denial as evidence of an entire mental attitude: ingrained xenophobia and a concomitant resistance to progress. In the Age of Progress, such an attitude led automatically to the assumption that the Chinese were inferior beings.
